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A space X is said to have property P, ( Pz) if X is Tz and for any two disjoint open sets G and 
HinXwehaveIGl~~andlHIcw(/G/sworIH/ s w). We show that (i) if X E Pz then 1x1 s 2”; 
(ii) there is an X E P, with 1X1= 2“’ ; (iii) there is a O-dimensional (hence T,) space X t Pz with 
/X1 = 2”; (iv) there is a compact X E Pz with 1x1 = w, ; (v) it is consistent with 2” being big that 
there is a compact X E Pz with /Xl = 2”; (vi) it is consistent with 2” being big that if X t P2 is 
compact then 1x1 s w?. 
AMS Subj. Class.: Primary 54A25; Secondary 54A35, 03835, 54DlO 
Hausdort? space o-dimensional 
cardinality of open sets compact 
It follows from the definition of T, spaces that they contain many pairs of disjoint 
open subsets. The aim of this paper is to study the following question: How does 
it restrict the cardinality of a T2 space if we know that open sets with empty 
intersection in it must be small? Of course we have to make this question precise. 
Definition. A space X is said to have property P,( Pz) if it is T, and for any pair 
U, Vof open sets in X with I/n V=P, we have ItYl<w and IVl<w (resp. (U(sw 
or (VJSo). 
Clearly we have P, + Pz, and our first result shows that even the assumption 
X E P2 puts a severe restriction on [XI. 
Theorem 1. If X E P2 then 1x1 G 2”. 
Proof. Obviously, if X E P2 then all but one point of X must have a countable 
neighbourhood as X is T2. It is also easy to see that X cannot contain w, disioint 
open subsets, i.e. c(X) = w. Consequently if 021 is a maximal formily of pairwise 
disjoint countable open subsets of X, then U = u% is a countable dense open set 
in X. 
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Now, for any open Gc U put 
G=u{HcX: H open, Hn U=G}, 
then d is the maximal open subset of X whose trace on U is G. Since U is den 
G,, G,c U open and G, n G2 = 0 imply 6, r~ G, = 0 as well. Let us put 
%={6: Gc U is open and Idlsw}, 
then ) Fl/ G 2”, hence 1l.J $1 d 2”, because U is countable. 
We claim that IX\lJ+? c 1, hence 1x1 s 2” holds as well. Assume, on the contra 
that p, q are distinct elements of X\U9 and let V %W be disjoint op 
neighbourhoods of p and q, respectively. Then p E V c V n U and q E W c 6 
imply that neither m nor W% b 1 e ong to 9, which is a contradiction as th 
we have two disjoint uncountable open sets in X. 
Our next result shows that Theorem 1 is sharp because there exist spaces 
cardinality 2” even with property P,. 
Theorem 2. There exists X E P, with IxI= 2”. 
Proof. Recall that a family 2 c P(w) is said to be independent if for any two fin 
subsets 9, 3Yc $ if 9 n .7C = $4 then 
n+?nn{w\F: FErt}#@ 
Sets of the above form will be called $-boxes, %I($) denotes the set of all $-boxc 
It is well-known that independent families of size 2“’ exist (cf. e.g. [ 1, p. 257 
moreover, it is easy to show that we can have a independent 2 with I$I= 2” satisfyi: 
the following two properties: 
(i) for each n E w 
I{&$? rEF}I=2”; 
(ii) for distinct n, m E w there is FE 9 with n E F and m & F. For the rest of t1 
proof let us put 
A = 2w\w, 
then write 
$={F,: uE[2w12}, 
where 
(iii) u f u implies F, # F,, 
and 
(iv) if n E w and LY E A then there is p E A, p > a with n E Ffa,pi. 
The easy but tedious details of this are left to the reader. 
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The underlying set of our desired space X will be 2” = w u A with the topology 
determined as follows: 
If n E w then all BE %I($) with n E B form a neighborhood base for the point n 
in X. If a E A, then the sets 
V,(a, b) ={a)ufNFi,,,): p E a)nfI{w\Fj,.4: VE 61, 
where a ~[a]‘~ and bc[2W\a]<W form a neighborhood base of (Y in X. It follows 
immediately from (ii), (iv) and the definition of Vo;(ur b) that X is a Tz space. 
It is also clear from our definition that every non-empty open set in X contains 
an $-box B, hence to show X E P, it suffices to prove that the closure B of every 
BE C+%'(y) is co-countable in X (i.e. (X\B( < w). To see this, consider U, V E [[2”‘]2]‘w 
with U n V = 0 and let 
B=n{F,:u~U}nn{co\F,:v~V} 
be an arbitrary $-box. We claim that then (Y E L? for every (Y E A\U( U u V), hence 
B is indeed co-countable. 
But if V,( a, b) is any basic neighborhood of such an a, then {p, CZ} @ U c, V and 
{cu, ZJ} E U u V for p E a and v E b, therefore 
V,(u,b)nB#B 
by the independence of 2, hence indeed (Y E j, This establishes Theorem 2 
Theorems 1 and 2 clear up the situation if one is only interested in T2 spaces. 
This is however not the case if we would like to deal with topologically better spaces. 
Since X is P, is clearly equivalent to the property that the closure of every non-empty 
open set in X is co-countable, it is clear that every Uryson space X (i.e. one in 
which any two distinct points have neighborhoods with disjoint closures) that is P, 
must be countable. The question now naturally arises whether Uryson, or TX, or 
even better uncountable spaces exist with property Pz. The answer to this is again 
affirmative, as is shown by the next result. 
Theorem 3. There exists a O-dimensional T2 (and thus T3) space X with (XI = 2” and 
XE P2. 
Proof. We start our construction with choosing an independent family ,$c P(w) 
as e.g. in the proof of Theorem 2, and now we write 
2 = {F,: (Y E 2”}, 
where the indexing is one-one. The underlying set of our space X is again 2” = w u A, 
but the points n E w will now be declared isolated. A basic neighborhood of some 
(Y E A in X will be of the form 
VCz(a)={~IuF,\U{CLEa: F/J, 
where a E [2”\{cy}]‘” is arbitrary. It is easy to see that X is T2. 
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Next we show that every basic neighborhood V,(a), that is clearly open, is also 
closed, thus showing that X is O-dimensional. But for any /3 E A\{cu} we have that 
Vp({(.y})={~}uFp\F, is disjoint from V,(a)c{cy}uF, for any a, hence /3 is not 
a limit point of V,(a). 
Now it only remains to show that X E P2, i.e. that if G is any uncountable open 
set in X then G is co-countable, i.e. (X\G/ < w. But if G is uncountable so is G n A, 
hence it clearly suffices to show that X satisfies the following property: For every 
set A E [A]“’ and for any sequence {a,: 6 E A} c [2,]<, with 6 E u8 for 6 E A, we have 
A\L_{ ug: 6 E A} c cd, where 
GA =u{ V,(Q): 6 E A}. 
To see this, let y E A\U{a,: 6 E A} and pick a E [2”\{ y}]‘“. Then there is a 6, E A 
with So& a, hence by the independence of 2 we have 
(&\U{F,: P E 4) n (F,\U{Fv: VE ~1) f 0, 
because &E a and y @ us,,. But this clearly implies 
V,(a) n GJ 3 V,(a) n VG,(~,J f 0, 
hence y is indeed in the closure of Cd. 
Having been encouraged by the above examples, let us now try to find even better 
uncountable spaces with property PI, namely compact T2 ones. To prepare this we 
need a definition: A family & c [wlw is said to be w,-full if for any 93, % E [S]“‘l 
we have 
IU% n U%;I = w. 
Theorem 4. If there is an w, -full almost disjoint family 4 = [o]“’ with IdI = K then 
there is a compact T2 space X E Pz with IXI= K as well. 
Proof. Let Y be the locally compact T, space obtained from the almost disjoint 
family ~4 in the usual manner, i.e. Y = w u &, every point n E w is isolated in Y 
and for A E LZZ basic neighborhoods of A in Y are sets of the form 
V,(a) = {AI u ~\a, 
where a E [WI<“‘, i.e. a is a finite subset of w. We show first that YE P2. 
Indeed, if G and H are uncountable open sets in Y, then obviously G n A$ and 
H n d are uncountable as well, hence there are families 93, Ce E [&lwl and finite sets 
6, c E [w]<~ such that 
U{V,(b): BE%I}~C andU{V,-(c): CE%‘}~H. 
But the w,-fullness of & implies then 
IU% n lJ%/ = w, 
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hence 4 # U% n U%\b v cc G n H, which shows that Y is indeed in P2. Now we 
can take X as the one-point compactification of Y. 
Now, w, -full almost disjoint families of cardinality w, exist, this fact was probably 
first noted by Luzin. For the sake of completeness let us sketch here the easy 
construction. We define &‘= {A,: (Y E w,} by transfinite recursion on cy. If (Y E w,\o 
and {Ap: /3 E CX} are already defined, let us pick a one-one enumeration {p,,: n E w} = 
(Y and define a function g,,: w + w such that 
s<J+Ap,,\U{Api: k<n]. 
We then put A, = R(g,,). 
Now G clearly has the following property which implies its w, -fullness: If a E [w,]” 
and p E w,\(sup a + l), then 
IA, n U{A,: (Y E a}( = w. 
As an immediate corollary we obtain the following. 
Corollary 5. There exists an uncountable compact Tz space with property Pz. 
In view of Theorem 2 and 3, however Corollary 5 is not quite satisfactory, since 
we can still ask whether a compact T, space X E PI with IX/= 2’” exists or not. Of 
course we know that the answer to this is yes if CH holds, but what if not? Surprisingly 
(?), this question turns out to be independent. 
On one hand this follows from the following result that we think is new and 
perhaps of some independent interest.’ 
Theorem 6. If ZF is consistent so is ZFC + 2” = x is as big as you wish + there e.xists 
an almost disjoint w, -full famif_v tic [w]‘~ with /&I= x. 
Proof. Of course, our result is established by constructing an appropriate forcing 
extension of V in which the conclusion holds. To define the forcing conditions let 
us put, for a fixed cardinal x, 
9 =[x]“w xw. 
Then we let 
P={p:p is a function, D(p)E9, R(p)c2}, 
’ The referee has pointed out that probably the statement of Theorem 6 is new, but the proof is not 
new-it is contained in S.H. Hechler, Short complete nested sequences in PN - N and small maximal 
almost disjoint families, Gen. Top. Appl. 2 (1972) 139-149. In that paper, he constructs MADF’s and 
towers of all cardinalities between w, and 2” as big as you wish. Looking only at the construction of a 
MADF of cardinality 2’“, our forcing conditions are equivalent to his. The proof of our claim follows 
the proof that the family is in fact maximal. 
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i.e. every p E P is a map p: a x n + 2, where a E [xl<” and n E w. We define a partial 
order d on P by putting p 4 p’ iff p =, p’ and for every k E n\n’ we have 
I{cy E a’: p(cr, k) = 1}1~ 1, 
where, of course, D( p’) = a’ x n’ and D(p) = a x n. It is easy to see that two elements 
of P with the same n are compatible in this partial order if and only if they are 
compatible as functions, which immediately implies that (P, S) is CCC, consequently 
VP is a cardinal preserving extension. 
Standard density arguments will also show that if G c P is generic over V. Then, 
in V[G], F = l_lG: x x w + 2. Moreover we claim that if we put for (Y E x 
A,={nEw: F(cr,n)=l}, 
then ti = {A,: cx E x} is as required, i.e. almost disjoint and w,-full. 
It is easy to show that for all (Y E x and k E w the set 
Da,k = {p E P: 3n E w\k( p(cr, n) = 1)) 
is dense in P, hence every A,, is infinite. 
Now, given (Y, p E x with cr # p there are p, q E G with p(a, 0) and q(p, 0) defined, 
hence there is r E G such that Y( cry, 0) and r(p, 0) are both defined. Now, if D(r) = 
a x n, then clearly rll -A, n A, c n, hence A, n A, c n, i.e. ~4 is almost disjoint. 
To show that d is w,-full we prove the following stronger statement. 
Claim. In VG], for every a E [xl”’ there is a b E [xl‘” such that ifcz E x\b then 
ILJ{A~: ~EU}~A,~=W. 
To see this observe that, since P is CCC, given a E [xl”’ in V[G] there is a b E [xlw n V 
such that u c b and if we put P, = {p E P: D(p) E [b]‘” x w} and G, = G n PO, then 
a E V[Gl. 
The argument for this is the same as e.g. for VIII.2.2 in [l]. Here we used the trivial 
fact that P,, is a complete suborder of P (indeed, for any p E P we can choose 
p r b x w as its reduction to PO). 
Consequently, if we define, in VG,] 
P’=P/G,={pEP:prbxwEGo}, 
then we have 
V[Gl= VGl[‘W, 
where G’ is P’-generic over V[G,], and actually G’ = G, cf. [ 11, VII, (D5). The only 
thing to be careful about here is that P # P, x P’. 
Now to finish the proof of our claim we pick any (Y E x\b and show that 
(U{Ap:PEu}nA,I=w. 
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To this end fix any P’E P’ where D(p’) = a’ x n’, a E a’ and n E w\n’. Clearly it will 
suffice to show that p’ has an extension q’ in P’ such that for some k 2 n and /3 E a 
q’lt- k E A, n A,, 
where forcing is with P’ over V[G,]. Let us put 
b,, = (j3 E b: p’(p, 0) is defined} = b n a’, 
then b,, is finite, hence we have 
V[Gl+ iA, n U{A,: Y E bolkw, 
consequently there is a q E Go and a k E w\n such that 
qlt- kw$\‘J{A,: YE b,}, 
where forcing is with PO over V. In other words this means that q(p, k) = 1 and 
q( 7, k) = 0 for each y E bO. By the genericity of Go we may assume that D(q) = 
({Plu b,) x(k+!). 
Let q’ be defined on ({p} u a’) x (k + 1) in such a way that q’ 1 q up’, q’( a, k) = 1 
and q’(p, 1) = 0 for every other place where it is still not defined, i.e. for 
(~U,I)~a’x(k+l)\(D(qup’)u{(a,k)}). 
Since /3 & a’, it is clear that q’ is an extension of p’, moreover q’ r b x w = q E G,,, 
hence q’ E P’. It is also clear from our construction that 
q’lf k E A, n A,, 
which completes the proof of our claim. 
To finish the proof of our theorem, it suffices to note that if x = xw holds in V 
then we shall have 
V[G]+2”‘=x, 
similarly as in the proof of VII.5.14 in [l]. 
Let us now examine the other side of the coin, i.e. show that it is also consistent 
that 2” is big but compact spaces with property Pz are small. We start by recalling 
from the proof of Theorem 1 that if X E P2 then all but one point of X has a 
countable neighborhood, hence a compact X E P2 with 1X1= x also yields a first 
countable Pz space (which is even locally compact) of cardinality x. Therefore it is 
natural to look for conditions under which every first countable X E P2 satisfies 
)Xl<x. 
To formulate such a condition we introduce (or rather recall) a piece of notation 
from partition calculus. For given cardinals x and A 
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denotes the following statement: For any partition 
p:[x12+A 
there are sets A, B c x with otp(A) = otp( B) = w, and sup A c sup B, and an ordinal 
v E A such that p({cz, /3}) = v whenever cr E A, p E B and a < /3. 
Theorem 7. If 
x + (w,; w,,‘, 
holds then every jirst countable (hence every compact) space with property P2 has 
cardinality =C x. 
Proof. Suppose X is a first countable P2 space and for each x E X we fix a countable 
nested open neighborhood base { v,(n): n E CO}. Next we define a partition p of [Xl’ 
into countably many parts as follows: 
p:[x]2+w, 
where p((x_ y)) = min{n E w: V,(n) n V,,(n) = q5}. This can be done since X is T2. 
Let us assume, striving for a contradiction, that IX[> x. For technical reasons fix 
a well ordering -C of X, then from x + (w,; to,)‘, we can conclude the existence of 
sets A, B c X with otp(A, <) = otp( B, <) = w,, sup< A < sup, B and an n E w such 
that ~({a, b}) = n whenever a E A, b E B and a < b. 
Let us put for any b E B 
Uh=U{VC(n): CE B, bxc}, 
then b,, b2E B and b, -C b, imply Uh2c U,,,. We recall from the proof of Theorem 1 
that any space satisfying property Pz is separable, consequently there must exist a 
bOE B such that 
I&= I.?, 
whenever c E B and bO < c, or in other words UC is dense in Ui,,, for every c. 
But now for any a E A there is a c E B with a < c, since sup< A < sup< B, hence 
by our assumption 
V,(n)n U,=0, 
hence 
V,(n)n Uh=O 
as well. In other words then 
U{V,(n): a~A}n U,=0, 
which is impossible because both terms of this intersection are clearly uncountable 
open sets. 
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Now, the following result due to Z. Szentmiklossy (cf. [Sz]) that we formulate 
without proof yields what we want. 
Proposition 8. If ZF is consistent so is ZFC+2” is arbitrarily large +to3+ (ol; CO,):,. 
Corollary 9. It is consistent to assume that 2” is arbitrarily big and every$rst countable 
(hence every compact) space with property Pz has cardinality <CO,. 
This of course leaves the following interesting question open. 
Problem 10. Is it consistent to assume that 2” 2 w2 and every first countable (or 
compact) space with property P2 has cardinality SW,? 
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